The spontaneous burst activity of peripheral blood monocytes in patients with acute polyradiculoneuritis, lymphocytic meningoencephalitis, and multiple sclerosis. A comparison.
The course of the spontaneous burst activity (BA) of peripheral blood monocytes was examined in patients with acute polyradiculoneuritis (PN), lymphocytic meningoencephalitis (LE), and multiple sclerosis (MS) and the BA was compared with the clinical course. In 4 patients with postinfectious acute PN the BA was significantly increased up to values around 60 000 counts/10 s. The BA and the clinical course were closely correlated in these patients (mean of r = 0.83). In 4 patients with lymphocytic LE the BA initially was moderately increased to values between 4 000 and 5 000 counts/10 s and showed again a very close correlation with the clinical course (mean of r = 0.99). In 13 MS patients the BA values were found markedly increased showing a close correlation with clinical improvement (mean of r = -0.94) whereas in 2 patients without improvement the BA remained at low levels. The comparison of the clinical course with that of the BA in the three inflammatory diseases of the nervous system reveals that patients with PN and LE show high BA values whilst the clinical signs and symptoms are most expressed, whereas the BA is low in this phase of illness in MS patients but increases around the beginning of improvement. Possible meanings of this behaviour of the BA are discussed.